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Executive Guide

Be Your Own Cost-
saving Detective
Find Ways to Save  
Money Every Day
By Kim Hofmann, RD, LD

There is no denying that your bottom line is under constant 
assault. You face rising food costs, regular budget cuts, par-
ticipation challenges and new meal requirements, all chipping 
away at your financial resources. But you can counteract these 
forces if  you carefully examine your operational practices to 
determine where your money is going.

What Wastes Food Dollars 

In school foodservice, your goal should be to maintain food 
costs, including the value of  donated commodities, and labor 
costs, including fringe benefits, at no more than 80 percent of  
your revenue or income. To do this, you must control the key 
variables that can affect costs. 

There are several areas in which foodservice organizations 
waste food dollars. Here are the primary culprits, along with 
some suggestions on how to offset them:

1. Overproduction – When you miscalculate the number 
of  meals you will serve, you will lose a lot of  money. For 
instance, if  you have 250 students total, prepare 150 meals, 
but actually serve only 140, you will have 10 meals left over. 
At $3.00 per meal, that’s an extra $30.00. Multiply that by 
180 days per year, and you have just forfeited $5,400. Mul-
tiply that by 10 schools, and you have a whopping $54,000 
that you could have put to better use elsewhere. 

2. Theft – Food is the second most popular target for 
employee theft (supplies is the first). You need to have 
a system in place that tracks every item you receive and 
use. Keeping accurate and timely records, as well as taking 
ongoing product inventories, will ensure items stay where 
they belong – in your storerooms. It’s a good idea to have 
cameras in place, and to be sure your storerooms, coolers 
and freezers, and your back door are all locked and secure.

3. Leftovers – Schools that offer wider choices often end 
up with more leftovers. And wasted food means wasted 
money. If  this is your problem, you need to develop better 
forecasting methods using accurate production records. 
Cooking in batches closer to serving time, means you’ll be 
less likely to overproduce. Try to find ways to use those 

leftovers by creating a completely new dish with them the 
next day. 

4. Menus – Creative menus are key to increased participation, 
but you need to cost your menus out first to know whether 
you can afford them. Calculate the food you need for each 
meal, how much labor, and what skill level is required to 
produce it. Then you can decide whether you can afford 
that particular menu. Another way to save money is plan 
your menus around commodities. 

5. Portion Control – Portions that are too large mean food 
gets left on the plate. Portions that are too small mean un-
happy customers go away unsatisfied. You want your recipe 
to yield what you originally planned for. If  a menu calls for 
five ounces of  chicken salad, but staff  serve six ounces, 
you’ve just given away an ounce of  food. If  chicken salad 
costs $0.30 per ounce, and you make 200 sandwiches, you 
have just lost $60.00 of  income that day. Multiply that by 
180 days, and you have $10,800 less revenue.

6. Standardized Recipes – When you don’t standardize your 
recipes, you lose money in several ways. Staff  may add 
extra ingredients, which costs you more. Nutrient content 
and quality consistency may be affected, which can lead 
to unhappy customers. But a standardized recipe adds ef-
ficiency to any operation, because it is the same no matter 
who prepares it. 

7. Purchasing Practices – Purchasing takes time, and a lot 
of  effort. You have to do it efficiently for best results. If  
you over-purchase, you tie up money unnecessarily, have to 
finance that food, and store it, too. If  you under-purchase, 
you will run short of  supplies and have to make interim 
trips to a retail store. This raises your food costs, and 
consumes staff  time, as well. Find primary vendors you 
can trust. This reduces time spent on ordering, earns you 
price breaks for volume purchases, and gives you access 
to special services they may offer. Or take part in group 
purchasing operations that can obtain lower prices through 
increased volume orders.

As your own cost-saving detective, you’ll be amazed at the 
ready assets you can uncover through process efficiency and 
tight record management.

Kim Hofmann, RDN, LD, was a school foodservice director 
for 13 years, and a foodservice distributor sales representa-
tive for six years before she started her own consulting and 
motivational speaking business, Get to the Point (www.
getothepoint.com). Her specialties are cost control and 
financial planning. 

For additional training resources, see page 1
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So often at work, you are frustrated by the lack of  control you 
have over the situations you find yourself  in. People, rules and 
regulations seem to dictate what you can and cannot do. But 
there is one occasion in particular over which you have much 
more control, and that’s the customer service transaction.

The Nature of Service

Every service transaction consists of  two participants: the 
customer, who brings his or her need to the encounter, and 
the service provider, who has the expertise to satisfy that need. 
Exchanges occur real-time, with the results being affected 
by the attitudes of  the two people involved. However, as the 
service provider, you can greatly influence the outcome.

The components of  a customer service transaction can be 
summarized in the following way:

E + R = O

Event + Response = Outcome 

In other words, how you respond to a customer interaction 
will affect that transaction’s ultimate outcome. If  you are an-
gry, frustrated or short-tempered, chances are the results will 
be bad. If  you are helpful, constructive and kind, the outcome 
will undoubtedly be good.

Jan Carlzon, the former chief  executive officer of  Scandina-
vian Airlines (SAS), famously called service events “Moments 
of  Truth,” which he defined as “any transaction that creates a 
negative or positive impression in the mind of  a customer.”

Anything and everything can be a moment of  truth. How long 
it takes for a student to go through a serving line is a moment 
of  truth. How a cashier treats a student paying for a meal is 
a moment of  truth. How you handle a teacher who openly 
criticizes your school lunch program is a moment of  truth. In 
other words, how you respond to any event can determine the 
quality of  the transaction.

And it’s amazing how quickly customers form impressions of  
you and your organization. Experts say that in the first seven 
seconds of  a transaction, a customer will judge you on 11 
points. They’ll decide whether you or your facility are:

•  Clean •  Responsive •  Courteous
•  Attractive • Friendly • Confident
• Credible •  Helpful • Professional
•  Knowledgeable •  Understanding 

There’s no denying that customers can expect a lot from you. 
To them, you ARE the organization. They presume you can 
answer all their questions, solve all their problems, or at least 
point them in the right direction. And these same customers 
want to know they’re being heard, understood, respected and 
appreciated by you.

Remember, customers don’t know how things get done in 
your department, nor do they understand your responsibilities. 
They don’t know your job description, and what you can or 
cannot do for them. And in truth, they don’t really care. That’s 
your business, not theirs. All they care about is getting what 
they came for in as efficient and pleasant a manner as possible. 

The Nature of Your Response

When things go badly in a service transaction, some service 
providers blame the event for the poor results. They play the 
blame game, saying it’s the fault of  a rude customer, an unfair 
rule, or even a piece of  equipment. But the outside circum-
stances aren’t what make an interaction work or not: it is you 
who does. If  you change your Response (R) to an Event (E), 
you will produce a different Outcome (O).

People’s responses to situations are often based on old habits, 
or on long-held beliefs. From your previous experience, you 
know if  your reflex reactions are getting you into trouble. If  
they are, you need to find ways to change them. Here is a help-
ful way to visualize that process:

Ask yourself  the following questions: “Would I choose to do 
business with me, and be happy with the experience? Would 
it help if  I changed my attitude toward the customer?” If  you 
can’t answer “yes” to these questions, then your service ap-
proach needs improving.

Great customer service is simple, but it’s not easy. It’s not a 
one-time experience. It’s an ongoing program. Think of  your 
service approach as a regular fitness program that takes time, 
repetition, consistency and reinforcement. When you do, 
everyone wins, especially you. 

Take Control of Your 
Service Outcomes
Your Responses Make All the 
Difference
By Kim Hofmann, RD, LD
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Be Accurate About 
Your Overall Costs
Determine Your  
Revenue Per Meal 
By Kim Hofmann, RDN, LD

Everyone can agree that keeping track of  costs is key to run-
ning a financially sound operation. But costs can vary greatly 
based on the size of  your district, the people you serve, and 
even where you are located. So it’s important to understand 
such variables to maintain a “profitable” business.

Know Your Costs Picture

It’s only when you know and understand your overall costs 
that you can make informed decisions on how to lower your 
costs per meal. Be aware of  your two main cost categories: 

•  Fixed costs – these remain the same, or relatively constant, 
during a given period of  time, regardless of  the number of  
people you serve.

•  Variable costs – these vary in direct proportion to your 
volume of  sales, or the number of  customers you serve. 

Most foodservice labor costs are fixed costs, with the excep-
tion of  overtime and substitute costs. You have little control 
over your fixed costs, since they generally are defined by a 
labor contract, and are firm until the contract changes. Sub-
stitute and overtime costs are variable, so you do have some 
control over these. So, if  you increase your meal participation 
without increasing your staffing, you can spread your fixed 
costs over more meals, and lower your cost per meal.

Analyze Your Per-meal Costs

When you want to analyze the financial health of  your orga-
nization, take a look at your income statement, and at your 
school nutrition program budget. Break down your revenue 
and expenses by meal, so you can get a true picture of  what 
they are costing you. 

Here is a useful approach to follow:
1.  Determine total meals served per day. Convert your 
daily à la carte sales, both student and adult, to meal equiva-
lents. Then add these meal equivalents to your reimbursable 
meal count to get total meals served per day.

2.  Determine your revenue. Include money from à la carte 
sales, as well as predicted government subsidies.

ADA 326 Current 150 175
  participation participation 
Meals per day 128 150 175
Revenue per meal $3.36 $3.36 $3.36
Labor cost per meal $1.61 $1.37 $1.18
Benefit cost per meal $0.88 $0.75 $0.64
Food cost per meal $1.34 $1.34 $1.34
Misc. cost per meal $0.10 $0.10 $0.10
Total cost per meal $3.93 $3.56 $3.26
Gain/Loss per meal <$0.57> <$0.20> $0.10

In this case, participation is the only variable. Labor costs 
are applied to a greater number of  meals, so the labor cost-
per-meal is reduced. However, don’t increase labor hours just 
because participation goes up. If  you do, you will lose money.

The school in this example relies mainly on convenience foods, 
and does very little scratch cooking. Its meals per labor-hour 
total is 12.8, which is on the low end of  the commonly used 
labor-hour benchmarks. If  this school would increase its 
participation to 150 meals per day, their per-labor-hour total 
would be 15. If  they could increase participation to 175, their 
meals per-labor-hour would be at 17.5, which is very close to 
the recommended meals per-labor-hour benchmark. 

Try using this formula to analyze your own numbers. The 
results might inspire you to find ways to increase participation, 
and improve your cost-per-meal figures, too.

1 Dorothy Pannell-Martin, Controlling Costs in the Foodservice Industry, 
(InTEAM Associates, 1998).

3.  Divide total revenue by total meals served, including 
meal equivalents, to determine your revenue per day. If  
you determine your revenue and meals-served numbers on a 
monthly basis, you will need to convert them to daily figures by 
dividing the monthly figures by the number of  serving days in 
the month.  

For example, if  your revenue for the month is $7,318.67, 
you would determine your revenue per day by dividing your 
monthly cost by the number of  serving days in the month: 
in this case, by 17. You would then divide that amount by the 
average number of  meals per day. 

This is how that would look:

$7319 ÷ 17 days ÷128 average meals = $3.36  
of  revenue per meal

A real-life example can help to illustrate this concept. Look at 
what happens to expenses when participation increases.

For additional training resources, see page 1
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Pricing Your  
Nonprogram Foods
Calculate Costs and Revenue
By Kim Hofmann, RDN, LD

In June 2011, the USDA published an Interim Rule addressing 
revenue generated from the sale of  nonprogram foods. Based 
on this rule, school food authorities must calculate whether 
the revenue they receive from selling nonprogram foods cov-
ers all the food costs.

According to NFSMI, “Nonprogram foods are defined as 
foods and beverages sold in a participating school, other than 
the reimbursable meals, purchased using funds from the non-
profit foodservice account.” 

Pre-pricing Considerations

When pricing nonprogram food items, it is important to keep 
in mind that they must be priced to cover all the costs incurred 
to produce them. Nonprogram food items cannot be subsi-
dized by Federal reimbursement, student payments, or other 
unassigned nonprofit foodservice revenues.

However, based on its research, the USDA has found that 
schools, on the whole, are covering only 71 percent of  what 
it costs them to sell nonprogram foods. As a result, food pro-
grams have been absorbing the nearly 30 percent shortfall. In 
these times of  serious deficits, that is not a good thing.

Therefore, it is vital that schools begin to price items in ways 
that assure the total revenue these nonprogram foods gener-
ate, is in proportion to the total food costs they produce.

Two Pricing Formulas

Most schools have a habitual formula they use for pricing 
nonprogram food items. However, to work well, every pricing 
method first should take several things into account: (1) the 
demand for the item; (2) the total cost to prepare the item, in-
cluding all labor and benefit costs; (3) the marketing costs; (4) 
the customers’ perceptions of  value received versus the cost; 
(5) what the market will bear; (6) the prices nearby districts 
charge, and; (7) your program’s financial goals. 

Here are two industry-standard formulas you could use for 
pricing nonprogram foods:

1.  The “Desired Food Cost Percent Mark-up” Method

The most common method used for pricing schools’  
nonprogram food items is the desired food cost percent  

mark-up. This simple method, based on food cost, requires 
three steps: 
1. Determine the raw food cost
2. Determine/identify the desired food cost percent
3. Divide food cost by the desired food cost percent mark-up

Example: Pricing an à la carte item
Raw food cost = $0.55
Desired food cost percent markup = $0.55 ÷ 38 percent*
Base selling price = $1.45 ($1.50 if  rounded). 

* NOTE: Your food cost percent is set by your program,   
 and is the difference between your desired purchased food  
 cost percent, 40 percent in this example, minus USDA Foods 
 value of  two percent.

The disadvantage with this method is that other costs, such 
as labor and benefits, are not considered before determining 
selling price.

2.  The “Overhead Contribution Plus Desired Profit  
 Percentage” Method

A second method for pricing nonprogram food items is called 
the overhead contribution plus desired profit percentage. 
This is perhaps a more reliable method, because it includes 
all nonprogram food costs, including labor and benefit costs. 
Therefore it provides a more dependable selling price. In many 
schools, labor cost percent, including benefits, is higher than 
food cost percent. 

The formula for this method is:
Selling Price = Raw Food Costs ÷ 100 percent (Total of  
Nonprogram Food Cost Percentages + Profit Percentage) = 
Percent Allowed for Food Costs

Example: Pricing an à la carte item 
Raw food cost = $0.55
Selling Price = $0.55 ÷ 0.30 = $1.83*
* NOTE: Assuming a 65 percent nonprogram food cost and a
 five percent profit, the selling price would be $1.83, or   
 rounded to $1.85. To determine the percent allowed for food  
 cost, take 100 percent, minus nonprogram food cost, plus profit.

Determining your preferred pricing method is step one. Step 
two is determining your customer’s perceived value of  each 
item. That needs to be weighed when doing your pricing. 

1.  Martin, J. and Oakley, C.,  Managing Child Nutrition Programs-Leadership 
for Excellence, 2nd Edition.

2.  National Food Service Management Institute, Financial Analysis and Pro-
gram Evaluation.

3.  National Food Service Management Institute, Financial Management: A 
Course for School Nutrition Directors, 2nd Edition.

4. Pannell-Martin, D. and Boettger, J., School Food and Nutrition Service 
Management for the 21st Century, 6th Edition.

For additional training resources, see page 1


